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As the interest in neuroscience and the desire to perform behavioral tasks in a higher level of specificity
and accuracy increases, the need to have tools and techniques to conduct experimentations in a low-cost
automated manner is essential. Although such methods have been proposed previously by other
researchers, they have presented their data and tools in a manner that would have been difficult to
comprehend for non-programmers. In labs that do not have the accessibility to individuals who can
understand the published procedures, it is very difficult for them to get started and manipulate the
published procedures to their interests. Here in this paper, I discuss designing and implementing a
computer program for a rodent odor discrimination apparatus using a novel graphical python
programming editor named STREMECODER. The objective of this project is to create a program interface
that helps the laboratory staff conduct their experiments in an automated, dynamic, and userfriendly
manner.
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ABSTRACT
As the interest in neuroscience and the desire to perform behavioral tasks in a higher level of
specificity and accuracy increases, the need to have tools and techniques to conduct experimentations in a
low-cost automated manner is essential. Although such methods have been proposed previously by other
researchers, they have presented their data and tools in a manner that would have been difficult to
comprehend for non-programmers. In labs that do not have the accessibility to individuals who can
understand the published procedures, it is very difficult for them to get started and manipulate the
published procedures to their interests. Here in this paper, I discuss designing and implementing a
computer program for a rodent odor discrimination apparatus using a novel graphical python
programming editor named STREMECODER. The objective of this project is to create a program
interface that helps the laboratory staff conduct their experiments in an automated, dynamic, and userfriendly manner.
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
As mentioned by a recently published Arduino project, behavioral testing of rodents is a key
category of experiments in clinical research, providing a tool to test, assess, and develop treatments for
patients in need with various diseases and disorders [1]. Rodents are often used as a subject in most
behavioral tests for neuroscience and other disciplines as the similarities between them and the human
genome are quite remarkable, with most genes of one species occurring in the other [11]. To perform such
behavioral experiments with rodents, there are commercially available apparatuses with specific software
that laboratories could purchase. However, many of these behavioral tests and equipment can be
exorbitantly high-priced, making it difficult for smaller laboratories to purchase them which limits the
accessibility ratio of these products in smaller laboratories [1].
To combat this, smaller laboratories have been getting more involved in implementing systems
that use a low-cost and open-source I/O board (Arduino family). Arduino is an open-source physical
computing platform founded on a simple I/O board and a development environment that implements the
Processing/Wiring language [2]. The Arduino could be used to develop independent interactive objects or
could be connected to the software on your computer [2]. The open-source integrated development
environment (IDE) can be downloaded for free (currently available for Mac OS X, Windows, and Linux)
[2].
Due to its wide range of usage, the amount of published research that integrates the Arduino
board in their various types of behavioral testing systems is extraordinary [3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10]. Although
these publications exist and provide detailed information regarding their set-up and usage, for smaller
laboratories that might not have the appropriate resources to get help on how to get started or manipulate
the existing code and procedures for their experiments, this becomes a big problem. To help mitigate the
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number of problems a potential laboratory could face while attempting to understand the complexity of
various published codes, we are working on implementing a graphical programming editor, named,
STREMECODER [6].

STREMECODER
STREMECODER works similarly to an IDE and implements three unique features
(documentation, form, and nodes/threading/looping) in one platform [6]. The diagrammatic visual
representation within the editor makes it easier for an outsider with no knowledge of the experiment to
understand what exactly is happening in each step of the program code. Essentially, a user can create
coherent groups within the code so that it is easy to understand and debug the program flow while the
user works on developing the program, see Figure 1.

Figure 1: A diagrammatic visual representation of the program
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The documentation feature of STREMECODER is unlike any other editors that are of the popular

choice of interest by most programmers. The documentation feature allows the user to document a
specific section of code, node, using a markdown editor, similar to the one seen on GITHUB, which is a
cloud-based Git repository hosting service. This is particularly useful for laboratories because there are
often multiple people who might want to replicate the code and manipulate/develop it differently and the
best way to do that is by providing good documentation so that others can clearly understand what is
happening inside your code. Consequently, the form feature allows the user to enter information that can
be later used as variables in the code. This allows easy and quick manipulation of different variables that
are often dynamic during experimentation such as trial time or trial name, as seen in Figure 2.

A form setup using a user
dialog box for the user to
enter information for a
specific variable that will
be used in the program

A documentation section for each node
that describes the function of each node
and provides the user with additional
steps that they could follow to change
information within that node.

Figure 2: A diagram that displays a deeper look of two nodes referenced in Figure 1 that explains how
the documentation and form features of STREMECODER are represented.
The looping/threading feature is the most exciting of the editor. The looping feature allows you to
run a certain section of nodes multiple times by just calling one variable. As seen in Figure 3, the day
variable, or pin in STREMECODER, allows the user to run the day loop that contains the nodes eat,
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sleep, and enjoy, in that order, multiple times based on the number of times the variable is referenced in
the person node. A node, as referenced multiple times earlier, is a basic unit of data structure. Nodes
contain data that is linked to other nodes to create complex data structures. In STREMECODER, the node
is a certain section of code that is linked to a beginning node and ending node, similar to nodes seen in a
linked list. Just as linked lists, multiple nodes could be connected as one line of nodes acting as a thread,
with each connecting node being a function of the next node, for example,
Node4(Node3(Node2(Node1)))). The starting and ending nodes decide where a certain thread begins and
ends making it easier to create and test program flow.

Stop
Node
Start
Node

Nodes of
the day
loop

Day (pin)
<Loop>

Figure 3: An example that demonstrates the flow of a STREMECODER program

OBJECTIVE
Essentially, in this project, I designed, constructed, and validated a program using
STREMECODER for a rodent odor discrimination apparatus that was described in a recently published
paper [9]. In this recently published paper, the authors describe a “versatile and automated setup,
“Poking-Registered Olfactory Behavior Evaluation System” (PROBES), which can be adapted to perform
multiple olfactory assays” [9]. The apparatus that was used in this project focuses on using the PROBES
system to determine odor thresholds in naïve animals. The program that was written for this apparatus
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will provide an automated, dynamic, and user-friendly application to evaluate these innate odor-triggered
behaviors of the animal.

CODE
SCHEMATICS
The schematics used to develop the program are established in the Appendix, please review them
for more information regarding the timeline of this project, the design of the program, and much more.

GITHUB REPOSITORY
The program code has been published to a public GITHUB repository that can be accessed using
this URL: https://github.com/SuprajaKalva/Mast-Lab-PROBES.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Due to the COVID-19 situation, many hurdles, such as delays in testing, were conquered for the
completion of this project. The project was conducted following the rules and regulations established by
the university as well as the State of Michigan to practice social distancing and avoid exposure to the
virus. Overall, the project was reasonably successful. The laboratory staff, especially the lab supervisor,
were able to modify the program effectively parallel to the various experimentations and trials that were
being executed. In particular, they were able to modify the necessary nodes with input and run the
program in a relatively swift manner, and with the errors logged in the terminal, they knew exactly when
the program has failed to do its particular task. This was extremely helpful while testing the developed
program with the apparatus.
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In addition to the already implemented features, a few other features that can be added to, or

enhanced in the program for future improvements are listed below.
1. A mechanism in which all the sensors could be reset to their initial states, in case the
automated program needs to be terminated manually.
2. An enhanced approach to aggregate and analyze the data from the sensors in the
apparatus than the outputted CSV file. Essentially, adding additional nodes in the
program so that the program can automatically output graphs and charts using the data
generated by the program. The graphs and charts could be created using libraries such as
Matplotlib and Plotly. As the scalability of the data increases, using Big Data tools to
aggregate the data could be beneficial, primarily when sensor data is extensive for more
prolonged experimental trials.
All in all, this project was conducted to provide a platform in which smaller laboratories could
efficiently develop and modify code for their applications in a reduced amount of time and learning
period. As a non-programmer, a laboratory staff would be able to use this program to modify the program
with the necessary variables for the day’s trial with minimal help or explanation on what to do. In the long
run, this will save a lot of time as the laboratory staff can spend less time learning and more time doing
research.
Additionally, in the broader sense, research projects such as this are essential now more so than
ever because more and more laboratories are creating apparatuses with Arduinos. Using editors like this
will allow researchers to share their projects more conveniently. Furthermore, projects like this will allow
a wider range of users to conduct behavioral testing of mice due to the multifaceted nature of Arduino.
Moreover, carrying out projects like this facilitates the progress of computer science and neuroscience
research in a more integrated manner, allowing programmers and developers to use their skills to create,
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innovate, and inspire across disciplines. If more questions are being answered regarding one stimulus they
can be easily manipulated for other stimuli.
Essentially, this project discusses an Arduino and Python-based platform to control a rodent odor
discrimination paradigm. Using an Arduino micro-controller and Python-based custom-written program
using STREMECODER, a defined stream of odor can be delivered to the animal depending on the timing
and number of nose pokes are reported. This system facilitates the end-user to manage the behavioral
testing in real-time and hence contributes a robust custom-made platform for probing innate odortriggered behaviors of the animal.
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APPENDIX
A: PROJECT TIMELINE
Project Timeline
Research
This phase involved gathering and analyzing various algorithms and techniques that
were already used and established regarding the use of Arduinos. During this phase,
narrowing down on what specific method of implementation and how it will be
implemented during the later phases of the study was achieved.
Planning
This phase involved starting to write the pseudo code and organizing the layout of the
project clearly so that the execution phase would be taking place smoothly. During this
phase, the gathering of how to use STREMECODER, the construction of an
interface/algorithm, and testing was achieved.
Execution
This phase involved implementing the algorithm during experimentation. This phase
will require the most amount of attention and care as experimentation can only take
place once. Therefore, the previous, planning stage must be conducted most efficiently
and properly.
Preparing the manuscript for submission

Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
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B: DESIGN SCHEMATIC OF THE SETUP

Computer with the
STREMECODER
Program

Arduino
Board

Distractor
Solenoid Valve
Signal
Relay Board

Led Light

Solenoid
Valves (6)

Nose Poke Sensor

Odor Air Stream
Mouse

Speaker

This schematic demonstrates how the rodent odor discrimination apparatus was set up. The green arrows represent from where the input and
output are being sent and received, while the red arrows represent only where the output is being sent. This apparatus schematic only shows the
necessary components needed to develop the program, there are more elements to the apparatus which are not displayed here.
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C: FLOW CHART OF THE PROGRAM
Host
Computer

Flow chart illustrating the flow of information
into and out of the STREMECODE program.
The host computer initiates the start node which
initiates various processes until the odor
discrimination task is started. Once the task is
started, it will traverse through all the nodes in
an orderly looped fashion. When the traversal is
completed, all data from the nodes will be
aggregated and will be outputted as a CSV file.

Start

Connect to
Arduino

Input: startDelay
Play
Brown
Noise

No

startDelay
Completed?

Yes

Odor
Discrimination
Task

No

Aggregate
Data

Node
Connected?

Yes

Input: solenoidPinNumber
Input: solenoidName
Input: trialTime
Input: ITI

Output: CSV File

End

Turn on Solenoid Valve
+ LED Light +
Distractor Valve

Stimulus
(Odor)

Response
Window
(Nose Poke)

No Stimulus
(No Odor)
Inter-Trial
Interval (ITI)

Augment
Data

